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The luxury market is overly saturated with brands spending copious amounts of money on ads while competing for
attention from an incredibly niche audience. In fact, this niche-spending group is one of the smallest consumer
groups across all verticals.

However, that being said, there is some good news for companies looking to grow their brand and overall sales in
the luxury space.

First, this niche group is growing. The market has expanded globally and each year, more people are affording
luxury goods.

Second, this industry has been slow in adapting to digital growth.

Luxury brands, for the most part, continue spending huge sums of money in advertising the old-fashioned way
magazine ads, billboards and events. These offline marketing tactics are good for brand recognition.

However, there are far more efficient and cost-effective ways to get a brand in front of a qualified audience.

When done right, digital marketing can generate a cost-per-acquisition (CPA) at a far lower rate than offline
advertising.

We are going to discuss a three-step digital marketing approach to driving qualified traffic, converting it and
bringing it back to generate repeat sales and brand loyalty in a competitive space.

1. Driving qualified traffic: Social media advertising
The growth of social media has been immense over the course of the last few years, and advertising options across
these valued social platforms are plentiful.

Specifically for luxury brands, where compelling visuals and high-quality imagery are a critical component for most
marketing tactics, both Instagram and Facebook can be incredibly beneficial based on the nature of the platforms.
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While there are plenty of platforms to consider when beginning a new social media campaign, these are two of the
best to focus on for this niche industry.

Both of these platforms offer a wide array of targeting options such as demographics, interests, professions,
hobbies, ZIP codes and behavioral data surrounding spending, even based on other accounts with which users
frequently engage.

Across both platforms, the advertisements appear alongside organic posts, providing an added sense of credibility
for users as they scroll through their feeds.

When created with a vibrant image, a compelling message and a strong call-to-action (CTA), these ads can be
incredibly effective at generating traffic back to your Web site so that you can continue marketing to them and
driving them further down the funnel.

Best of all, both Facebook and Instagram offer ads that operate on a cost-per-click (CPC) model, which helps to keep
spending at a minimum, as you are only charged when the user clicks on the ad.
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It is  important to note that if you are promoting a specific product in your social media ad, it is  essential that you
drive those users to a page that directly correlates with the items highlighted in the ad.

Similarly to the example above, if you are a brand that has a beauty line, when promoting one of your fragrances in
an Instagram ad, be sure to send users to the page that houses more information about that particular fragrance.

If you send them to a generic homepage after capturing their interest about a niche item, they are likely to drop-off.

When it comes to driving traffic to your Web site, if you have compelling content, vibrant visuals and the ability to
correctly identify demographics about your target audience, advertising on both Facebook and Instagram can hold a
lot of potential.

2. Converting traffic: Responsive site your most important marketing tool
You may be surprised to hear that a Web site itself is  actually your most important marketing tool.

A strong Web site is what connects you with your audience and is critical in helping to generate conversions.

As users go from each respective marketing channel to your Web site, you want the experience to be seamless.

It is  not wise to allocate your budget towards marketing initiates aimed at driving Web site traffic if you are driving
those customers to a Web site that is not optimized for usability.



To ensure that the user is provided with an optimal onsite experience, there is a certain Web site design that we
always recommend.

Investing in a responsive design is essential. This type of Web site design guarantees that regardless of the device
from which your users access your site, the design will render to fit the screen.

When users are on a tablet, mobile device or a desktop, they are always provided with the optimal version of your
Web site. This ensures that there is no excessive zooming in or zooming out to view images, forms are simple to
type and fill out, and all elements and functionalities work seamlessly on any device imaginable.
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With a responsive design, the navigation and menu adapt to each device, ensuring that it is  simple for users to
search.

Landing pages are optimized accordingly, and buttons such as "buy now" or "inquire about a product" are optimized
for the size of a thumb instead of a mouse and keyboard when users are on a tablet or smartphone.

As you can see in the example above, the Land Rover Web site automatically renders an optimized-version
depending on the device that the consumer is using.

For those within the luxury marketing space this is especially important.

When buying online or requesting a quote for a product online, luxury consumers are moving towards a purchase
with a high price point, so the user-experience is critical.

Any deterrence or trouble engaging with a brand, reading a Web site, viewing a product image or trying to complete
a purchase can be detrimental to making a sale and, furthermore, retaining a customer.

3. Generating return traffic: Retargeting ads and email marketing
Once you have already captured the interest of a potential customer, re-engagement is essential.

In fact, most visitors convert on the second and third visit to a Web site, and not their first visit.

For luxury brands, where the products being sold are of a higher quality and price than the average competition, the
user may need a bit more marketing and persuading to convert.

To drive return traffic and repeat conversions on your Web site, retargeting ads and email marketing are two of the
most effective and cost-efficient options available.

Email marketing campaigns should be of value to consumers, otherwise they serve no real purpose.

Encourage users to sign up for your email newsletters with the promise of a real value that they can anticipate.
Whether that is through exclusive deals or special promotions, there should always be a real incentive to become a
subscriber to your emails.

Once you have captured email addresses, follow through with your promise and send content that truly provides a
value. This is an excellent way to stay top of mind with consumers and subtly remind them about your products and
services.

With the average user's inbox being inundated with unsolicited mail, to stand out your campaigns must highlight



something of value.
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The example above shows an email campaign from the Ritz-Carlton. The brief message is compelling and
highlights special services consumers could sign up for when they embark on a weekend getaway at one of the
chain's hotels.

For a user who has visited the brand's Web site before and has considered booking a room, this incentive to
discover what weekend packages are available could be the final touch needed to bring the user back to its Web site.

Retargeting ads are another great alternative to stay top-of-mind with customers as they consume content elsewhere
on the Internet.

Through Google's retargeting options or with programs such as Ad Roll, you can serve users who have already
visited your site and expressed interest in your brand with compelling ads that reengage.

Depending on the type of advertisements that you decide to implement, you can serve users with ads that are
specific to the exact item they perused on your site, activate ads that promote certain deals, or simply use
promotional banners that help to build brand recognition.

Options are generally cost-per-click (CPC), allowing you to really make the most of your budget and only spend
money on the users who click on the advertisements.

When you are targeting users who are already interested in your brand, products or services, you are spending your
resources towards highly qualified leads, not just any potential customer that fits  a general demographic.

ULTIMATELY, LUXURY MARKETING tactics can be incredibly effective when strategically implemented.

A tactical approach to marketing, an exceptional user-experience and a strategy that focuses on truly highlighting the
value that your brand has to offer are often the key elements that many companies within the luxury space use to
connect with their audience.
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